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Abstract

In this presentation, two contrast approaches for crowd modeling and tracking will be proposed.
In the first approach (that is dubbed as a macro-modeling approach), we model crowd as a
dynamic surface through a speeded up robust head detection technique using a multiple kernel
trained classifier. We show that the combination of Histogram of Gradients (HOG) and Local
Binary Patterns (LBP) features in the multiple kernel training of an SVM classifier produces the
best head detection results even in dense crowds. Following this, a novel graphical model based
shape matching algorithm is proposed to track the crowd surface in subsequent frames. On the
other hand, in the second approach (called a micro-modeling approach), crowd is modeled as a
group of individual targets belonging to the foreground; detected using a dynamic reverse
analysis-based background modeling technique. The detected foreground objects are then
tracked using an Eulerian-Langrangian approach. Both the techniques are evaluated using a
random testing mechanism involving a combination of 3 publicly available data sets and compared
to some of the well-known state-of-the-algorithm.
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